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Name of tool/app: downscale: Downscaling Species Occupancy 

URL to access app/tool: https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=downscale 

Author/creator: Charles Marsh 

Support network: charliem2003@gmail.com 

Associated research publication(s): Charles J. Marsh, Louise J. Barwell, Yoni Gavish, William E. Kunin 

(2018) downscale: An R Package for Downscaling Species Occupancy from Coarse-Grain Data to 

Predict Occupancy at Fine-Grain Sizes. Journal of Statistical Software. Vol 86.    
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Help file: https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/downscale/vignettes/Downscaling.pdf 

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/downscale/vignettes/Upgraining.pdf  

Programming language: R 

Access rights: GPL-2 (https://cran.r-project.org/web/licenses/GPL-2)  

Brief summary: Downscales species occupancy at coarse grain sizes to predict species occupancy at 

fine grain sizes. Ten models are provided to fit and extrapolate the occupancy-area relationship, as 

well as methods for preparing atlas data for modelling. 

The geographical area occupied by a species is a valuable measure for assessing its conservation 

status. Coarse-grained occupancy maps are available for many taxa, e.g., as atlases, but often at 

spatial resolutions too coarse for conservation use. However, mapping occupancy at fine spatial 

resolution across the entire extent of the species' distribution is often prohibitively expensive for the 

majority of species. Occupancy downscaling is a technique to estimate finer scale occupancy from 

coarse scale maps, by using the occupancy-area relationship (OAR) which reflects how the 

proportion of area occupied increases with spatial grain size. Models that describe the OAR are fitted 

to observed occupancies at the available coarse-grain sizes and then extrapolated to predict 

occupancy at the finer grain sizes required. The downscale package in the R programming 

environment provides users with easy-to-use functions for downscaling occupancy with ten 

published models. First, upgrain calculates occupancy for multiple grain sizes larger than the input 

data. Normal methods for aggregating raster data increase the extent of the focal area as grain size 

increases which is undesirable, so the function fixes the extent for all grain sizes, assigning 

unsampled cells as absences. Four suggested methods are provided to enable this and 

upgrain.threshold provides diagnostic plots that allow the user to explore the inherent trade-off 

between making assumptions about unsampled locations and discarding information from sampled 

locations. downscale fits nine possible models to the data generated from upgrain. hui.downscale 

fits the special case of the Hui model. predict and plot extrapolate the fitted models to predict and 

plot occupancy at finer grain sizes. Finally, ensemble.downscale simultaneously fits two or more of 
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the downscaling models and calculates mean predicted occupancy across all selected models. Here 

we describe the package and apply the functions to atlas data of a hypothetical UK species.  

Relevant Red List parameters: AOO 

Input data format: presence/absence data either associated with a raster or point data 

Batch processing: No 

Internet access required: To download R package 

Technical knowledge required: R coding 

Computing requirements: Standard  

Stability: Updates made between 2015-2018 

 


